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The p-rarefied subsequences of the well-known Thue-Morse sequence are those 
indexed by arithmetic progressions with difference p. We study the partial sums of 
such subsequences, for p an odd prime, by introducing fractal-like functions which 
exhibit strict self-similarity under scaling transformations and which approximate 
the partial sums within a controllable error, which we calculate explicitly for primes 
p satisfying a certain eigenualue condition. The scaling properties of the approxi- 
mating functions then determine the asymptotic growth of the partial sums; we 
obtain the growth rate explicitly for primes p such that the multiplicative order of 
2 (mod p) is p- 1 or (p- 1)/2. We extend our results to a generalization of the 
Thue-Morse sequence which we define, for any b > 2, in terms of the base b 
representation of integers. ‘I 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For PZE N = (0, 1, 2, . ..}. let d(n) denote the sum of the binary digits of 
n, and let t, = (- l)d’“‘. The sequence { fn}zCo is the well-known 
Thue-Morse sequence [4]. Donald J. Newman [S] first demonstrated that 
the multiples of 3 show a preponderance of those with d(n) even over those 
with d(n) odd, i.e., that the subsequence t,, t,, t,, . . . contains an excess of 
+ 1 terms over - 1 terms. 
For any odd prime p, we refer to the subsequences t,, tiCpr ti+2p, . . . . for 
i = 0, 1, . . . . p - 1, as the p-rarefied Thue-Morse sequences, and denote by 
S,(n) their partial sums 
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We shall find it convenient to regard ( 1.1) as defining S, for any i E L. 
Newman’s result concerned the growth of S, for 3-rarefied sequences. 
about which J. Coquet [2] later proved the following asymptotic results: 
lim sup 
S,(n) 55 1 (l%3)!flW4) 
n - x 
nllog3M~log4) = 3. 65 
( > 
(1.2) 
lim inf S,(n) 
1 ~~w3Mlog4) 
n * CE n(log3v(log4) =2. 6 0 
These limits arise from the asymptotic self-similarity structure of the graph 
of so. 
In this paper, we study the properties of the partial sums (1.1) of 
p-rarefied Thue-Morse sequences. We explore the detailed structure of 
s = (So, . ..) S,- i) and find that S has a continuous fractal approximation 
F: R -+ RP which is uniquely specified by a self-similarity property. For 
certain classes of these primes, we derive complete information about the 
structure of F, from which asymptotic behavior analogous to (1.2) may be 
derived. We also present an alternate construction of F using fractal retine- 
ment rules. Finally, we suggest for any b > 2 a generalization of the 
Thue-Morse sequence to base b representations of integers, to which we 
extend our results. 
In [3], we studied a random walk in an environment based upon the 
3-rarefied Thue-Morse sequence. The fractal structure and asymptotic 
growth results given here could be used to generalize our observations 
about random walks to environments based upon p-rarefied sequences. 
2. ~-RAREFIED SUMS OF THE THUE-MORSE SEQUENCE 
The fractal nature of the graphs of the rarefied sums of the Thue-Morse 
sequence is a consequence of certain structural features of the Thue-Morse 
sequence itself. Most importantly, the sequence has an interesting block 
structure. For any m E N, let A,,, denote the block of terms t,, t,, . . . . tZm- l, 
and let -A,,, denote the block -t,, -t,, . . . . - t,.,- l. Then for any integer 
n E N the first 2”n terms of the sequence are given by 
A,,, -A,, -A,,, A,,, ’ . = t, A, t, A, t,A, . ‘. t, _, A,,,, (2.1) 
i.e., by n blocks of size 2”’ each, whose signs are just the first n terms of the 
Thue-Morse sequence itself. Note that any block of size 2” in the sequence 
(beginning from a multiple of 2”) must be equal to either A, or -A,,,, and 
that for any r E R4 we have in particular that the block A,,+, is given by 
A m+r= t,A, t,A, t,A;.. tZ’-iA,. 
- 
2’ blocks of size 2”’ each 
(2.2) 
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Now let p be any odd prime and let s= o(2), the order of 2 in the 
multiplicative group U(Z/pH), i.e., the smallest positive s such that 2” = 1 
(mod p). The block structure (2.1) with m = s, immediately yields a 
recursion relation for the values of the Si at multiples of 2”: for any n E N, 
n-1 n-l P-1 
si(2sn)= 1 flS;-*S,(2S)= C t/S;-,(2”)= C Sj(U)S,-j(2”). (2.3) 
I=0 /=O j=O 
With S: N + Rp defined by S(n) = (S,(n), S,(n), . . . . S,- i(n)), and identify- 
ing points of Rp with column vectors where appropriate, we obtain 
where 
S(2”n) = MS(n), (2.4) 
So(2”) s,-,(2”) s,-,(2”) ‘.. S,(2”) 
s,cv sow s,- ,cv ... t&(2”) 
M= 
i:! 
S*(2”) s,cn sow ... S,(2”) . (2.5) 
. . 
i i .. Spp,(2”) Spp,(2”) s,-,(2”) .‘. S,(2”) ‘i 
Applying the obvious initial values S,( 1) = 1 and Sj( 1) = 0 for j= 1, . . . . 
p- 1, and letting {e;}T:d denote the standard basis of IRP, we obtain for 
kcN 
S(2sk) = M“e,. (2.6) 
The essential structure of the graph of S(n) will be deduced from (2.4) in 
Section 4, and the resulting asymptotics for n large will be described in 
Section 5. As suggested by (2.6), these asymptotics will be governed by the 
largest eigenvalue of M. Explicit computation of asymptotic behavior thus 
requires detailed knowledge of M. For small values of p the sums Sj(2”) 
may be calculated directly from ( 1.1); for instance, for p = 3 we have s = 2, 
So(22)=2, and S,(2’)= S2(22)= -1, so M= 31- 1, where 1 denotes the 
matrix with all entries equal to 1. We give a more systematic approach, to 
the calculation of M in the next section. 
3. DETERMINATION OF M 
For a chosen odd prime p, we know of no general formula for M, but 
we will state some general results and then determine M explicitly for 
certain classes of primes. We begin with two propositions which follow 
directly from (1.1). 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. ~;:~S,(2’)=0. 
Proqf Note that the definition of the sequence implies that 
t,, + fn + I = 0 for any even value of n. Therefore, x z :A S,(2”) = 
x;‘:; t,=o. [ 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (2) denote the subgroup of U(Z/pZ) generated by 
2, and let a(2) be anv of its cosets. Then S,(2”) is constant on a(2). 
Proof: It is enough to show that for any k E { 1, . . . . p - 1 }, S,(Z’) = 
S2k(25). Now, we make two observations based upon the definition of the 
sequence: 
t, = t2, for 0<1<2”- I, 
t,= f2,&(2’..,, for 2”-‘<1<2”. 
(3.1) 
It follows that S,(2”) and SZk(27 are exactly the same sum 
S!#“)= c t, 
0 < / < 2” 
Ik(modp) 




= A!&( 2”) by rearranging terms. 1 (3.2) 
We next give an alternate formula for M. Let T be the linear transforma- 
tion on lRp with Tej=ei+i, where eP E e,. We observe that the matrix of 
Tk is obtained from the identity matrix I by shifting the columns cyclically 
to the left by k places, and that the eigenvalues of T are simply the pth 
roots of unity {[k}i;k, where [ = e2”‘lp. By (2.5), we have that 
M = c &(2”) Tk. 
k=O 
(3.3) 
For any m E N, the block structure (2.1) of the Thue-Morse sequence 
implies that 
Sk(2”+’ )=L!?k(2m)-Sk-2”E(2m). (3.4) 
In vector form, we have 
w-2 m+‘)=(I-T2”)S(2m), (3.5) 
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from which it follows that 
S(2”)= (3.6) 
But taking k = 1 in Eq. (2.6) we have S(2”) = Me,; since M commutes with 
T. we obtain 
ME n (I-TZm)= n (I-T’). (3.7) 
It is convenient at this stage to collect some remarks about M and to 
introduce some special notation which will be needed in later sections. 
Since the eigenvalues of T are the pth roots of unity, the eigenvalues of M 
are apparent from (3.7). M has 0 as a simple (non-degenerate) eigenvalue, 
and for each distinct coset u(2), M has an s-fold degenerate eigenvalue 5, 
given by 




rIL= l--l (1 -i’)=p, 
u /=I 
(3.9) 
where the first product runs over distinct cosets a( 2). Since M is real, any 
complex eigenvalues appear in complex conjugate pairs. Moreover, the 
following proposition implies that the nonzero eigenvalues of M are either 
all real or all pure imaginary. 






;i][ n (l-J-t?)] 
ica<*> 




ica<*> P 1 (3.10) 
since Cje0<2) j= C;;i a2’= -a(1 - 2”) 55 0 (mod p). 1 
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Now M is hyperbolic, i.e., has no eigenvalue of magnitude 1. For by 
Proposition 3.3, ( f 1, f i) are the only possible such eigenvalues of 
magnitude 1, and if any r, were to satisfy cz = 1 then so would all the 
others, since by (3.8) they are conjugates of 5, under the Galois group 
Gal Q([)/Q; this contradicts (3.9). Because M is normal, the eigenspaces 
corresponding to distinct eigenvalues provide an orthogonal decomposition 
of lRp; we will let P,, P,,, P,, and P, denote the orthogonal projections on, 
respectively, the subspace corresponding to the eigenvalue 0, the stable 
subspace corresponding to all eigenvalues of magnitude less than 1, the 
(complementary) unstable subspace, and the subspace corresponding to all 
eigenvalues of maximum magnitude. In particular, 
P,v=p-‘(v,u)u=p- ilv, (3.11) 
where u = (1, 1, . . . . 1 ), and 1 denotes the matrix with all entries equal to 1. 
Finally, we let $I denote the restriction of M to its image V= (I-P,) Rp; 
$I is invertible. 
We next point out a convenient principle for obtaining the expansion 
(3.3) of M. Suppose that we have an expansion for nJE <2) (1 - i’) of the 
form 
n (1 -i’)= 1 c,p, 
it (2) k=O 
(3.12) 
with rational coefficients co, . . . . c, _ , . Then necessarily 
(3.13) 
For since cp = 1, TP = I, and the Tk (k= 0, ,.., p- 1) are linearly inde- 
pendent, it follows from (3.3) that we also have 
p-1 
n (1 -c’)= 1 Sk@“) ck. 
it (2) k=O 
(3.14) 
Since the cyclotomic polynomial (xp - 1)/(x - 1) with root 4’ is irreducible, 
we must have ck = S,(2”)+ c for some constant c independent of k, so 
that M =C;:b (ck- c) Tk. The constant c is uniquely determined by 
Proposition 3.1 to be (C$!!h ck)/p. 
We close this section by deriving more explicit information about M for 
certain classes of primes; specifically, for those primes p such that s = p - 1 
or s = (p - 1)/2. 
Class 1. s = p - 1. Let gi be the set of primes for which 2 generates the 
entire group of units U(Z/pZ), i.e., for which s = o(2) = p- 1. Note that 
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9’, = (3, 5, 11, 13, 19, 29, 37, 53, 59, 61, 67, 83, 101, 107, 131, 139, 149, 163, 
173, 179, 181, 197, . ..}. it is a conjecture of Artin [7] that 9: is infinite. For 
p E 9,) M may be calculated explicitly: since np:: (1 - cj) = p, it follows 
from (3.13) that 
P-1 
M= n (I-T’)=pI-1. (3.15) 
j= 1 
The eigenvalues of M are 0 and p, the latter (p - 1)-fold degenerate. 
We now turn to primes p with s = (p - 1)/2. For such primes we may 
compute M explicitly in terms of known number-theoretic quantities; more 
importantly, we may by elementary means determine the properties of M 
most relevant to our investigation of S in later sections. These primes fall 
into two distinct families, according to their residue classes (mod 4). 
Class 2A. s = (p - 1)/2, p = 3 (mod 4). Let pz,3 be the set of primes 
p for which s = (p - 1)/2 and p E 3 (mod 4); & = (7, 23, 47, 71, 79, 103, 
167, 191, 199, . ..}. For PE.!?!*,~, s = (p - 1)/2 is odd, so by Proposition 3.3 
the two degenerate eigenvalues 5, and r- 1 are both pure imaginary, and 
hence complex conjugates. Since their product is p, these two eigenvalues 
must be f i &. Suppose 5, = oi &, where g = f 1 depends on p. Since for 
PEP& the normed Gaussian sum [Cj,<2,[j-Ci,-<2)jj] has value 
id, by the definition (3.8) we have 
i’ ; 1 (3.16) iG <2> 
from (3.16) and (3.13) it follows that 
M= n (I-T’)=a T’ . 1 (3.17) ie <2> 
We observe that in fact 
o=(-l)‘h+‘)/2, (3.18) 
where h denotes the class number of the field Q(G). For by Proposi- 
tion 3.3 the sign of i”r, is (-l)‘-‘, where U= l(2) n [0, p/211, but since 
2 is a quadratic residue (mod p) and hence p- 7 (mod 8), Theorem 4 
of Section 5.4 of [ 1 ] implies that U = (h + s)/2. (3.18) is an immediate 
consequence. 
Class 2B. s = (p - 1)/2, p E 1 (mod 4). Let Y2,, be the set of primes p 
for which s=(p- 1)/2 and p- 1 (mod’4); g2,1 = (17, 41, 97, 137, 193, . ..}. 
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We calculate M for p E 9”, , in the Appendix. The most noteworthy result 
is that in this case the nonzero eigenvalues of M are positive, with one less 
than 1 and one greater than p. 
4. A FRACTA~ APPROXIMATION OF S 
In this section we construct a fractal function F which closely 
approximates S. Recall that S satisfies (2.4) for all n E N. The function 
F: [0, 00) + IwP, F = (F,, F,, .,,, F, _, ), is the unique continuous function 
on [IO, co) which agrees with S on N up to a bounded error and satisfies 
the self-similarity property 
F(2”x) = MF(x) (4.1) 
for all x E [0, co). We explicitly construct F by means of a series of 
approximations F@‘(for k E Z), each piecewise linear with interpolation 
points 2”%, which converge uniformly to F = lim, _ 35 Fck’. (The linear 
interpolations F (k) also play a role in an alternate construction of F given 
in Section 6.) 
First, for any integer k > 0, we define the function P(k) on [0, co) by 
pyp+S(2Sk4 (4.2) 
for n E N, and on all other points by linear interpolation. Then P(k) is 
piecewise linear with interpolation points 2SkN. We claim that 
P(k + I’( 2.~~) = Mfl(k)(X) (4.3) 
for all x E [0, co ). To see this, we observe that the functions on both sides 
of (4.3) are piecewise linear with interpolations points 2”kN, and that by 
(2.4) and (4.2), (4.3) holds at these interpolation points. 
Now, we define flck) for k < 0 recursively by 
p(Jd(X) = fi - Lp;(k + 1’~“~) (4.4) 
for all XE [0, co). Note that by (2.4), E”)(x)E I/ for all x. Clearly, pck) is 
a piecewise linear function with interpolation points 2”kkJ, and satisfies 
(4.3). Furthermore, we claim that ptk-‘) and fi’jk’ agree on 2”‘N. This 
is true for kb 2 by (4.2), and thus follows for all k by induction on 
decreasing k: 
E(k~1)(2skn)=~--l~(k)(2s(k+l,,) by (4.4) 
by induction 
(4.5) 
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It is easy to verify that, for k<O and no N, 
E(k)(n) = (I-P,) S(n). (4.6) 
The construction suggests that lim,, ~71, F’k’ might provide a fractal 
approximation to S, but in fact if M has a nonzero eigenvalue of modulus 
less than 1, this limit will not exist. However, we may define a modified 
sequence of functions F’k’ = P,F’k’ which will always converge. From (4.4) 
we see that 
F’k’(~) = fi -‘F’k+ 1’(2”,y). (4.7) 
We are now able to state and prove the existence of a limiting fractal. 
THEOREM 4.1. The sequence of functions { Flk’} converges uniformly as 
k -+ ---co. Moreover, F = hmk _ --Ixi F’k’ is continuous, has the self-similarity 
property (4.1), and satisfies F = P,S on N. 
Proof. First, we observe that IjF”) -@“‘II is uniformly bounded on 
[0, co), where II .)I denotes the Euclidean norm. This is an immediate con- 
sequence of the fact that F”) and F”) agree on 22”N and that S obviously 
has total variation no greater than 22” over any interval of length 22”. 
It follows that (IF”‘- F’“(( is uniformly bounded. Suppose j(F’*) - F”)(I < 
A < co, and take ,u = inf,iC,, , I l<,I. Then by (4.7) we have for any k 6 0, 
/IF ‘k+“(x)- F’k’(eu)ll = llak- 1[F”)(2”‘lkl+ ‘lsu)- F’“(2”‘lkl + llx)]~~ 
dP kp’A. (4.8 1 
Thus as k+ -co, IIF ‘k+ “(x) FFF~;;(~~)~l is b ounded by a geometric series 
with ratio p-I< 1, so converges uniformly. Moreover, 
F=lim,, ~J;i F’k’ is a uniform limit of continuous functions, so F is con- 
tinuous. Taking k + --a~ on both sides of (4.7), we get the self-similarity 
property (4.1). Finally, (4.6) implies that F = PUS on N. 1 
We now show that for any p, S differs from F on N by a bounded error. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p be any odd prime. For n E N 
S(n) = F(n) + E(n), (4.9) 
where IIE(n)Il < 2’/& (1 - v) with v = sup,;,, <, /<,I. 
ProoJ Let cNbN-, “‘do be the 2”-ary expansion of n, i.e., let 
n=C,N=oaj2si, Odai,<2”-1. Then it follows from the block structure (2.1) that 
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IIS(F(n)ll = IIP,sS(n)II 6 F IIP.~S(~j2”)11 
,=O 
=,go IIP.sM’S(~j)lI < f Vi lIS(~,)ll 
,=o 
(4.10) 
We say that p satisfies the eigenvalue condition if all of the nonzero eigen- 
values of the corresponding matrix M are of modulus greater than 1. For 
such p, it follows from (2.4) that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 may be 
strengthened by noting that F = PUS = S on 2”N. We remark that it follows 
from a theorem of Siegel that outside of YI u YZ:,3 there are at most finitely 
many primes p satisfying the eigenvalue condition [6]. We have checked 
that there are none smaller than l,OOO,OOO, and so far as we know there 
may not be any at all. In the next theorem, which is a generalization of 
Coquet’s main result [2], we give an explicit representation of the error 
E(n) for those p which satisfy the eigenvalue condition. 
? p satisfies the eigenvalue condition. Then for THEOREM 4.3. Suppose 
nEN(, 
E(n )=fj(n)-F(n)= -w, 
P 
where u = (1, 1, . . . . 1) and 
for n even 
for n odd. 
(4.12) 
Proof: Since PO = P, in this case we have, by (3.11), 
P--l 




-1 C t,u= -p-‘?(n) u. 1 
m=O 
(4.13) 
We will say that a scaling relation like (4.1), for a vector quantity, is 
simple if all components scale by a common positive factor, i.e., if the 
matrix M in (4.1) may be replaced by a positive multiple of the identity. 
We now consider several ways in which such a simple scaling may arise. 
Let I., and A, denote respectively the largest and second largest among the 
magnitudes of eigenvalues of M; by (3.9), A, > 1. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. (a) For primes p in the class 9,) the scaling in (4.1) is 
simple: M = ~(1 -P,) by (3.15), and hence 
F(2”x) = pF(x). (4.14) 
(b) For PE%,~, M2 = -p(I - P,) and M4 = p’(I- P,), so that (4.1) 
implies 
F( 24”x) = p2F(x). (4.15) 
That is, simple scaling holds, but with x t-+ 2”x replaced by x H 24sx. 
(c) Suppose p is such that A2 < 1. Let r be the smallest positive 
integer such that P,M’ = A;PU on the unstable subspace; certainly r 
divides 4. Then as in (b) we have the simple scaling 
F(2’“x) = A; F(x). (4.16) 
Fractals for primes belonging to class J+$, satisfy (4.16) with r = 1, since in 
this case M has two positive eigenvalues, one of which is less than 1 in 
magnitude. 
We finally observe that a fractal approximation to S which exhibits 
simple scaling may be obtained for every p. Recalling that P, denotes 
orthogonal projection on the eigenvectors for eigenvalues of magnitude Al, 
we define a modified fractal F by F(x) = P,F(x). Then F satisfies 
F(2’“X) = 2; F(x), (4.17) 
with r = 1,2, or 4 the smallest positive integer such that P,M’ = J.;P,. We 
note that F = F in all cases considered in Example 4.4. The next theorem 
shows that this simple scaling is obtained at some cost in the accuracy of 
the fractal’s approximation of S. 
THEOREM 4.5. For n E N, 
S(n)=P(n)+E(nh (4.18) 
with If?(n)1 < Cd for some C > 0, where 
8= 1 loft? A2 - s log 2 for I,>l, 
1 0 for l,-cl. 
(4.19) 
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Proqf: For i2 < 1 we note that F = F and apply Theorem 4.3; for AZ > I 
the proof is a straightforward modification of the proof of that theorem, 
giving C = 2’iU2/& (i., - 1). 1 
We note that F and F are not identically zero, and that in fact the same 
conclusion holds for each component. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. F, $0 and F, $0 for any i, 0 < i < p - 1. 
Proof Let P denote either P, or P,, and suppose that (PF)i=O for 
some i. Then (PS(2”n))i=0 for all n, and since by (2.3) and (2.6) 
n- I ,,- I ,I~- 1 
S(2”n) = c t,T’S(2”) = 1 t,T’Me,= 1 t,Me/, 
/=O /=O /=O 
(4.20) 
it follows by considering successively n = 0, 1, 2, . . . that 0 = (ei, PMe,) = 
(ei, PMT’e,) for all 1. Since T commutes with PM, (e,, PMe,) for all j, k 
so PM = 0, a contradiction. 1 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF S 
Most of the results of this section exploit the observation that the scaling 
behavior of the fractals F and P defined in Section 4 implies that each is 
a product of a power of x and a continuous periodic function of log x. 
THEOREM 5.1. For all odd primes p and all n E N, 
log n 
S(n)=n% ~ ( > rs log 2 + Qn), 
where G: R + Rp is a continuous of period 1 and 
log 1, g=- 
slog2’ 
where r, I,, and E are as in (4.17) and (4.18). In particular, the asymptotic 
growth of Si is of the order na, in the sense that 
-co~liminfS,(n)~limsup~~cc. 
n + ixi n ,, + zc nb 
Proof. Since (2”)” = A,, it follows from (4.17) that 
(5.3) 
R(x) = .xPE(x) (5.4) 
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on x E (0, co) is invariant under x H 2’“~. Thus the function c: R + Rp 
defined by 
c(e) E A(2r”@) = ,;r%(2r”@) (5.5) 
has period 1. e is clearly continuous, and by construction 
P(x) = .x”Cqlog,,, x). (5.6) 
For the final statement, the lim sup and lim inf are respectively the 
maximum and minimum of the continuous periodic function G,, the ith 
component of c. Gi cannot vanish identically by Proposition4.6, and 
cannot be a nonzero constant c since the form Fi(x) = cx’ is inconsistent 
with the block structure displayed in (2.3). 1 
EXAMPLE 5.2. (a) For p E Y,, 1, = p, the eigenvalue condition is 
satisfied, r = 1, and I? = E. Thus from Theorem 4.3, 
S(n) = n% ( log n ) vi(n) u -- (P-1)1%2 P ’ (5.7) 
where e is a continuous function of period 1, 9 is given by (4.12), and 
log P 
a=(p-l)log2. (5.8) 
(b) For p E gz,J, 2, = &, the eigenvalue condition is satisfied, r = 4 
and I? = E. Thus from Theorem 4.3, 
I. 




4W u -- 
(P-1)1%4 p ’ 
where e, q, and CI are as in (a). 
(c) For A, < 1, I? = E is bounded. In particular, for p l .9$, ! 
S(n) = n% 
( 
210gn 
(p-l)log2 +E(n)Y ) 
where c is as in (a) and 





since r = 1 in this case. In fact, from the analysis in the Appendix, 
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CY = (log p + 2h log E)/(P - 1) log 2, where h and E are the class number and 
fundamental unit of Q(d). 
The scaling exponent in Theorem 5.1 is LY = cc,(p) = (log p)/(p - 1) log 2 
when p E fl or p E &. We remark that the exponent c( = a(p) = (log 2, )/ 
(S log 2) in the general case satisfies cc(p) 3 cc,(p), since p = n, /<,I d 
,J\P-l”’ by (3.9). In fact, a(p)=a,(p) only if PEP, WY’,,, for if cc(p)= 
q(p), then for all a, It,1 =A, = pllk where k = (p - 1 )/s. Therefore if 
p C$ gr u & it follows from Proposition 3.3 that an eigenvalue 5 of M has 
degeneracy greater than S, i.e., the Galois group Gal Q(<)/C?(t) has index 
less than k in Gal 0(5)/Q, and hence Q(<)/Q is a field extension of degree 
less than k. But since by Proposition 3.3, tk = kp, this contradicts the 
irreducibility of the polynomials .? + p. 
We finally observe that the fractal F provides an asymptotic formula for 
S(n) with bounded error. 
THEOREM 5.3. For all odd primes p and all n E N 
S(n) = n*G 
where G is a continuous function of period 1, 
A = log 63 
slog2 
with log @I any matrix satisfying exp(log A) = fi on 
and E(n) is the bounded error of Theorem 4.2. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
V, n* = exp(A log n), 
Proof: We simply replace 2, by fi and LX by A, and take r = 1, in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. A CONSTRUCTION OF F USING REFINEMENT RULES 
Many well-known fractals, such as the Koch curve, are formed by 
repeated application of a refinement rule. We will now show that the func- 
tion F is a fractal of such a form. In fact, the sequence of approximations 
FCk’ described in Section 5 may be regarded as arising from successive 
iterations of a reftnement rule d;p: FCkp ‘) may be obtained from FCk’ by 
replacing each straight segment R in the graph of FCkp ‘) by $pR, a 
concatenation of straight segments arising from the application of the 
refinement rule 2 to the segment R. 
First, we require the following definition: 
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DEFINITION. Suppose fi and f2 are functions on [0, a,] and [0, a,], 
respectively. Then the concatenation off, and fi is the function f, Ofi on 
[0, a, + a*] defined by 
for O<x<a, 
for a, dxda, +a,. 
(6.1) 
Now we define the refinement rule 9 as follows: for any linear function 
R: [0, a] + VC Rp, let 
25- 1 
YR= 0 t,T’R, (6.2) 
I=0 
where R: [0,2-‘a] + V is obtained by scaling R, 
it(x) = A-‘R(2”x). (6.3) 
We then define 9 on expicit concatenations of linear functions 
Ri: [0, ai] + J’ by 
2’ aRi =@Y’R,. 
(; ) j 
(6.4) 
Note that (dpR)(u) = R(u), since 
23-I 
M = c t,T’. (6.5) 
/=O 
Equation (6.5) follows from (3.3) or, better, directly from the block 
structure (2.2) with m = 0 and r = s. 
Identifying FCk) with the obvious concatenation oi Ry’, with Rr’ defined 
on [IO, ai] for ui= 2sk, we may regard dp as acting on {FCk’}. Moreover, 
since the form (6.2) of 9 matches the block structure (2.2) and 2” = 1 
(mod p), we have that F (I)= 9F”‘. Now 9 is scale invariant, i.e., it 
commutes with any scaling 98 of functions G: [0, cc) + V of the form 
WG)b-) = BG(Px), (6.6) 
where B: I/ -+ V commutes with T and j? > 0. Moreover FCk- ‘) = A9FCk’ 
where C&Y is the scaling defined by (4.7), i.e., B=fi~-’ and /I= 2”, so that 
59’2’ = 937’2’ (6.7) 
Therefore YkFC2) = LZ”- ‘99FC2) = 9YYk- ‘F(‘) = . . . = &9kF(2), and repeated 
application of the refinement rule 9’ starting with F(l) yields the sequence 
FCk) k<O. 
That F is generated by the refinement rule 9 is an expression of the fact 
641/42/1-Z 
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that in addition to the self-similarity expressed by (4.1), F inherits from the 
block structure of the Thue-Morse sequence its own block structure, on all 
scales, large and small. In particular, since on any scale F is built out of 2p 
basic pieces, each occurring with the same frequency, F exhibits a sort of 
microscopic homogeneity. 
We remark that for p E Yr, in which (6.3) assumes the simpler form 
ii(x) = p-‘R(2”x), (6.8) 
F can, in fact, be generated componentwise, through the application of p 
different (scalar) refinement rules. These rules for p = 3 are described 
explicitly in [3]. 
As an illustration of the asymptotic results of Section 5 and the fractal 
construction of this section, consider the case of p = 3, for which s = 2 and 
M = 31- 1. The self-similarity property (4.14) becomes F,(~.x) = 3F,(x). By 
Theorem 5.1, the asymptotic growth of Si is of the order n’, where u = 
(log 3)/(log 4). The values of lim&!’ (,Si(n)/nZ) are just ~~~~‘,:,,,,,,(F,(x)/x”). 
Coquet [2] calculated that for i= 0 this minimum and maximum are 
respectively achieved at x = 3/2 = 1 + 2. l/4, the first minimum after x = 1 
on the graph of FbP1’, and x = 65/64 = 1 + l/64, the first maximum after 
x = 1 on the graph of J’bP3’. These values of x, which arise naturally from 
the refinement rules (6.2), yield the limits in (1.2); we may similarly obtain 
analogous limits for i= 1 and 2, or for other primes p. 
7. A BASE b GENERALIZATION OF THE THUE-MORSE SEQUENCE 
The Thue-Morse sequence, defined in terms of binary representations of 
the integers, admits a straightforward generalization to any base b > 2. 
Given b and any nontrivial bth root of unity p, we define a complex-valued 
sequence { tn};= ,, as follows: for n E N, let d(n) now denote the sum of the 
digits in the base b expansion of n, and let t, = pdfn’. 
For any prime p we define the p-rarefied sequences as before, and define 
the complex-valued functions Si to be their partial sums (1.1). Our analysis 
of S = (S,, . . . . S,- r) for b = 2 and p odd extends naturally to any base b 
and prime p not dividing 6. (The asymptotics when p divides b are trivial.) 
The sequence has the same block structure as in (2.1) and (2.2), with 
blocks of size b” instead of 2”. Taking s = o(b), the order of b in U(Z/pZ), 
we obtain that 
with 
S(b”n) = MS(n), 
P-1 
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Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 hold with 2 replaced by b. The block 
structure of the sequence yields in place of (3.4) 
h-1 
&(b m+‘)= c p’Sk..,bm(bm), 
/=O 
(7.3) 
from which it follows that 
nj, <b> (I -T’) 
nje <b> (I - pT’)’ 
In particular, ifp is such that s = o(b) = p - 1, we find, since JJf:,l (x - [‘) = 
(.I+’ - 1 )/(x - 1 ), that 
M=$$(pI-1). 
There exists a fractal function F: [0, 00) + Cp such that 
S(n) = F(n) + E(n), (7.6) 
where E is a bounded function on N. The fractal construction and 
theorems of Section 4, the asymptotic results of Section 5, and the alternate 
construction of Section 6 all remain valid with 2 replaced by b and with 
some other minor modifications. We note the main differences: 
(a) Writing p = e”, 0 < 4 < 2rr, we find instead of Proposition 3.3 
that 
to =e-i*@/Z flje*-la(b) sinW..b) 
n,E*-L<b> sin( 27tj/p + d/2) ’ 
(7.7) 
In particular, all the eigenvalues are proportional to +p-“*. This implies 
that in the base b version of (4.17), r divides 26, rather than 4. 
(b) g in Theorem 4.3 and succeeding results is replaced by 
1 
0, for n = 0 (mod b), 
v(n)= rr-m+(b-I) (7.8) 
1 tkt for n-m(modb),l<m<b-1. 
k = II 
(c) Since F is complex-valued, (5.3) should be replaced by 
OilimsupIS,O<co. 
,I - Jc n= 
(7.9) 
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We encourage the reader to study some of the sequences given by this 
generalization. Simple examples include h = 4, p = i; h = 4, p = - 1; and 
b = 5, p = f+‘lS. Note that the second of these is just a binary sequence, 
with periodic properties similar to those of the Thue-Morse sequence; the 
other sequences are complex-valued. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we compute the matrix M for p E 9*, , , i.e., for primes for 
which s, the order of the subgroup (2) of U(Z/pH), satisfies s = (p - 1)/2, 
and for which p - 1 (mod 4). Let (2)’ denote the coset U(Z/pZ)\(2), and 
let r = 5, and 5’ be the nonzero eigenvalues of M. From Proposition 3.3, 
5=2” fl sin2 2nj = 2” (A.1) 
JC (2> P 
O<j<P/Z 0 < k < p/2 
where we have first used the fact that - 1 E (2) for p E 9’:,1, and then 
written k=2jforjE(2)n(O,p/4)and k=p-2jforje(2)n(p/4,p/2). 
Similarly, 
l’=2’ n sin’:. 
ke (2)’ 
0 < k -c p/2 
(A-2) 
Thus 5 and 5’ are positive. 
Now c lies in some quadratic extension field over Q, but the normed 
Gaussian sum [CiE C2> [‘-xi, <2>, [j] = & is in the same extension field, 
which must therefore be CD(&). Since the eigenvalues 5 and 5’ must be 
conjugate under the automorphism &I--+ -& of Q(,/;;)/Q, they must 
be a & + bp and -a & + bp, respectively, for a, b E Q, with b > 0. It thus 
follows from (3.13) that 
M=a[ 1 T’-,.s), T’]+b(pI-1). 
ie <2) 
Hence 
b(p - 1). if k =O, 
s,(2”) = U-b, if ke (2), 
--a - 6, if kcz (2)‘, 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
so that a and b must be half-integers. 
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PROPOSITION A. 1. rf p E 4, i, then the eigenvalue - Ial & + bp of M is 
smaller than 1. 
Proof First we note that since <<’ = p, 
b*p-a’= 1. (A.5) 
We cannot have b = l/2, for then by (A.5) there exists an integer u such 
that p-4= a*; u must be odd so p- 5 (mod 8). Since o(2)= (p- 1)/2, 
2 is a quadratic residue (mod p) and, since also p = 1 (mod 4), we must 
have that p E 1 (mod 8) [7], a contradiction. Thus b > l/2, and hence by 
(A.5) we have 
O>(l-2b)p+l=p(b’p-a*)+l-2bp, 
so that bp-l-c/al&. 1 
(A.61 
Finally, to specify the eigenvalues precisely, we again refer to [ 11. Let h 
denote the class number of the field Q(&) and let E be the fundamental 
unit in this field, i.e., the smallest unit satisfying E > 1. By (A.l), (A.2), and 
Theorem 2 of Section 5.4 of [ 11, s/r’ = E -2h. Since 
W), t=~-~&, J 
t’ = p and 5 > 0 from 
and of course 5’ = p/t = eh p. In particular, a < 0 
above. 
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